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Description: The electric power system is vulnerable to false data injection (FDI) attacks wherein the
attacker can change SCADA measurements within a small sub-network. It has been shown that FDI
attacks can be designed to be unobservable to the bad data detection module of the electric power energy
management system (EMS). More recently, we have shown that FDI attacks can also be designed to cause
physical damage, specifically line overflows, that are unobservable to the EMS. In this talk using a
synthetic network model for the Washington state, we will first demonstrate the ability of such an
unobservable attack to cause post-contingency violations.
We will then address two questions about such FDI attacks: (i) how much knowledge does an attacker
need? In other words, can an attacker with knowledge of only a small sub-network and limited knowledge
of the rest of the network be successful in causing line overflow FDI attacks?; and (ii) are line-overflowcausing FDI attacks scalable, i.e., are large power systems vulnerable to FDI attacks wherein the attacker
only affects a small sub-network? We address both questions by introducing a bi-level optimization
problem to model the attacker’s strategy to determine the attack vector; the first level of such a bi-level
problem maximizes the target line chosen by the attacker to cause an overflow under constraints on
limited attack resources, while the second level formulates system responses to such attacks via DC
optimal power flow (OPF). Our results demonstrate the vulnerability of EMS to limited information FDI
attacks and show that even large systems are vulnerable to such attacks. This is joint work with Jiazi
Zhang, Zhigang Chu, and Oliver Kosut.
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